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Weekend Weather
Forecast:

Men's tennis off
to a running start

Cloudy, chance
of rain
High 50's
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Black History Month focuses on the
Empowerment of Knowledge
February marks
the celebration of
"Black History
Month," during
which a variety
of "programs,
lectures, films
and other activi
ties" will be pre
sented at UOP.

JtftetityvriceancCsitig,
ffleartfrandbecmriiig,
tde barmonies qfBSerty-,
Jit our rejoicing rise
Jfgdastkfistnitigsfys,
Jbtitimunddnubas tde rotting sea.
Sing a,sotigju(Cofidefaild tdat tde daii^past das taugfit us;
SingasongfudCgftbebcpe tbat tdepresent das fought us;

HOME FROM
XJHE SEA!

Themed "Empowerment
Through Knowledge,"
according to Prof.
Mamie Darlington,
chair of UOP's Black
Studies department, "It
is just a positive kind of
experience to be able to
impart new information
and to have us as a peo
ple to project it in an
accurate and positive
intent," said
Darlington. "We're all
a part of the beautiful
rainbow."

facing tde rising sunofour new day begun,
JbtusmanfimttfC'Victoryis'Won.
James fyfdonjobnson

-1938)

(1871

Nirvana
music and poetry.
"We tried to give a sample of
all the different parts of the
African-American culture, but I
think the main purpose was to
empower people through knowl-

ID RUV1JKE

edge," said Jean Gregory,
Cultural Awareness Director of
ASUOP and Historian of AASU.
"We wanted people to learn
things that they didn't already
(see Black History page 2)
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Today marks the beginning of the "Chinese New Year, or Spring
Festival" This year marks the year of the "Dog," which includes people
born in the years 1946, 1958, 1970 and 1982. Occurring every twelve
years according to Chinese astrology, here are the characteristics of
"Dog " people:
Dogs are introverted lis- rMHPQM
teners, honest and cynical. They may not have
a sense of their
ues, which include dedi^
N^jVf
cation and a deep sense
1
9
of loyalty. Although
H
J
Dogs may seem to be
banal at times, they are
•
often more intelligent
H
'llWSPi
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than the louder members
A •
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Hypnotist mesmerizes
Pacific Students

'

the fl
through which they
themselves. Their deeply
critical nature predis
poses the Dog people to
work as moralists or in
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CROSS
EWS
SBPA launches
Entrepreneur-InResidence Program

Black History

The following report covers
Public Safety welcomes everyone

(continued from page 1)

Jan. 28 through Feb. 3.

know about the culture because
by learning we can take away
some of the biases we have of
other cultures."
Ron Owens
Approximately 50 people
University Relations
attended the presentation and all
The founder and chief execu ciously agreed to inaugurate the in attendance participated in
tive officer of an international program."
singing the Negro National
Cortopassi, a member of the Anthem, "Lift Every Voice and
San Joaquin Valley agri-business
World Presidents' Organization, Sing".
firm has agreed to be the School
Following the anthem,
will
spend
between
four
and
six
of
Business and Public
Linda Gibson read
"The
Administration's (SBPA) first days on campus over the course Beginning" which tells of the
Entrepreneur-in-Residence, of the semester. He will be arrival of Africans to the United
announced Michael Morris, involved in class lectures, small States.
Fletcher Jones Professor of group forums with students and
Franchell Spikes entertained
faculty, seminars on teaching and
Entrepreneurship.
the audience with an African
Dean Cortopassi of the San research, student advising and a dance presentation as well as an
number of social activities.
Tomo Group- which consists of
African-American dance presen
"The program is based on a tation. The audience was then
three international food process
ing and marketing companies and philosophy of active participation invited to sample a variety of
is based in Stockton- will serve by faculty members, students and foods which were prepared by
as SBPA's Entrepreneur-in- entrepreneurs in numerous facets
members of AASU and were rep
Residence for the Spring of academic and campus life," resentative of foods eaten by
said Morris, who will host
Semester, 1994.
most African-Americans today.
"Starting this semester- and SBPA's new Entrepreneur-in"I really liked the food. It was
continuing every fall and spring Residence program. "We believe
interesting to try foods of a dif
semester- a distinguished entre this is a win-win program for ferent culture because they were
both the University and our visit foods that I didn't grow up eat
preneur will be invited to join the
ing entrepreneurs. It is a part of ing," said student Greg Ige.
faculty of the SBPA to foster an
ongoing dialogue between the our continuing commitment to
The presentation offered a
University community and lead educational programs that foster relaxed setting where visitors
ing entrepreneurs," said Morris. the entrepreneurial spirit among were encouraged to ask questions
"And Mr. Cortopassi has gra future business leaders.
concerning African-American
cultures. Mamie Darlington,
Chair of the Black History Month
Committee, summed up the
evening by saying that "the pre
(Continued from page 1)
sentation gives people who are
ferociously attacked imaginary cockroaches. Two comrades inter
not of African-American descent
viewed each other in "Martian" language.
a chance to know the culture and
Men "grew" breasts, women penises. McDonald played teacher history. We view ourselves in a
writing on imaginary blackboard. When he turned to it, the "students" very proud manner and we want
made obscene gestures and goofy faces.
people who do not know us to
Males pranced and pirouetted with McDonald to "Nutcracker" sym know us based on your personal
phony music, then semi-stripped as Chippendale dancers and body contact with us."
builder contestants.
Sports science major Bridget Yates ran across stage to scold a fully
clothed man she saw nude.
"I knew the audience was there. (But) I don't remember seeing any
one. It was like a dream," she said.
McDonald "threatened" one volunteer with bathroom functions.
"Hey Chris, you're gonna do it in your pants," he said.
Chris smiled and nodded approval.
"But remember, I'm the pool monster, there's no doing that in my
pool!" said McDonald.
Chris frowned and held his pants.
McDonald then contrived himself "invisible" and waved a chair
above his head. All the volunteers huddled like frightened children.
The audience burst into impromptu applause.
Associated Students of the University of the Pacific and University
Programming Board for Educational and Amusing Times sponsored
the annual show. It was McDonald's fifth consecutive appearance.
UPBEAT Advisor Sandy Tilton said student fees paid for
McDonald's appearance. Curiously, ASUOP cards were not verified
by Long Theater door attendants for the free show.
"It's just one of those things that fell through the cracks. It won't
happen again," said Tilton.
Closing the show, McDonald predicted positive energy and new
confidence for volunteers. One agitated volunteer stood near his the
ater seat.
"Shut up, you jerk!" the volunteer screamed.
McDonald rolled his eyes and appeared offended, smiled and
admitted the remark was his suggestion.
"I hope everyone here acquired a sense of wonder about themselves
and their own creative genius," he said.
"I feel great," said Yates to McDonald after the show.
She smiled and added: "I feel like I can do anything now."
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T^rrlyVten interested

Leadership conference seekt^^K
outstanding UOP womefeg^SS
Sponsors of a national leader
ship conference to be held in
Washington, D. C. are seeking
outstanding University of the
Pacific women to participate in
the 1994 "Women As Leaders"
program.
The two-week conference is
scheduled for May 16-28.
The intensive program is
designed to offer a select group
of 200 college and university
women an opportunity to sharp
en leadership skills, examine
their personal aspirations and
explore the impact of women's
leadership on society.
They will also participate in a

"Mentor for a Day" program
which allows students to observe
a professional woman throughout
a typical business day.
The conference is presented
by The Washington Center for
Internships and Academic
Seminars. Sears Merchandise
Group, sponsoring the program
for the second year, will provide
tuition and lodging for the 200
participants.
Students are
responsible only for travel and
living expenses.
Honorary co-chairwomen of
the 1994 conference are Sen.
Carol Moseley-Braun, D-Ill. and
Rep. Susan Molinari, R-N.Y. In
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Schools

Sacramento hosts first
Technical Job Fair
Many of Sacramento's top companies will be represented at the
area's first Technical Job Fair on Tuesday, Feb. 15. This specialized
recruitment event is targeted at technical professionals with at least
two years of experience in the fields of engineering, data base adminis
tration, MIS/IS, systems analysis/programming, telecommunications,
network management and technical sales and marketing.
The Technical Job Fair will take place from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. and 47 p.m. at the Grand Capital Plaza, 1215 J St. in Sacramento. In addi
tion to corporate recruiters, the Technical Job Fair will feature free
seminars on a variety of topics tailored to business and career develop
ment in high-tech industries.
Industry co-sponsors include: The Industry Council for Technology
in Learning, the Sacramento PC Users Group and the Sacramento
chapters of Data Processing Management Association (DPMA),
Association of System Managers (ASM) and DEC Users Group.
Co-Sponsors are asking for a $2 donation at the door. All proceeds
will benefit the LEED-Sacramento Technology Team (a non-profit
organization) in its etforts to expand the use of technology in the class
room.
For more information on the job fair, call l-(800) 655-5627.

OPEN
APPiUCATIONS/INFORMATIOM

available at the the Office of Resident^ Housing
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ically I was avoiding
he said in explain<(l0W the X-zylo, a gyroscope
can fly twice the ,ength of a
,all (jeid when thrown, came
marketed across the nation
stores for $6.95 to $8.95.
Jjs situation may seem ironic,
,nsidering that slacking off
0 pays off quite so hand
ily for most people, but
Jlopment of the X-zylo was
than just a fluke.
1 fve always been interested
!jir foils and other physical
i;nomena," said Forti, who
-iduated last year. He had been
adying various air foil designs
•jrtof an airplane, such as a
that provides lift or stabilir) for quite some time, and he
us intrigued by the idea of com«up with a different technique.
The curve of airplane wings
tcinated him in particular, and

when pYl° Was born essentially
Fort> decided to take a
Paper airplane wing and bend it
3
le that picks U lift
IfmrT
Iter it is T
thrown and fliesPin a

direction, and the rim's angular
momentum seems to prevent the
cylinder from nosing down in
response to the force of gravity.

level line.

At 23 years old, Forti now is
partner in a coiporation with his
dad, owns patents on the X-zylo
and the national space industry is
nocking on his door to find
some scientific and technical
applications for the gadget's
design. He has reason to believe
that life is good, very good.

gyroscopic rim

top and bottom of
/ cylinder wall

But Forti is quick to downplay
the lucrative nature of his inven
tion. He says the real challenge of
a company is providing a product
that customers are satisfied with.
"Money is just a way of keeping
score," Forti said.
In its current form, the X-zylo
is a thin plastic cylinder that mea
sures 3.75 inches in diameter,
weighs less than 1 ounce and
looks something like a short softdrink can with the top and bottom
cut out.
According to Forti, the X-zylo
has a heavy gyroscopic rim at the
leading edge of the cylinder's
body. When propelled forward,
the heavy spinning rim allows the
body to maintain its projected

That's the general flight princi
ple, although Forti admits no one
is certain precisely why the gad
get flies. After he invented the
cylinder, he realized that the
device was aerodynamically
unique because it flew straight

chosen on a national at-large
basis-

(College Press Service

ging from gas stations to

'UDENTS

porcelain pigs.
Consider some of the gifts that
have been given to those hal
lowed institutions of higher
learning;
•The
University
of
Pennslyvania has recieved a gas
station, a Buick dealership, a
chalet in the south of France and

a mansion in Turkey.
•Indiana
University of
Pennsylvania has received a
Mack truck, a bond for the state
of Israel worth $25,000 at maturi
ty and a sailboat.
• The Stem School of Business
at New York University received
a collection of pigs made of

Scholar sees link
between Du Bois,
rap musicians

• The University of Louisville
in Kentucky received a 1985
GMC bucket truck with has a
double bucket on top of a 55-foot
boom. The truck, valued at about
$23,000, was donated by the
Louisville Gas & Electric C6.
and was being used to trim trees
and work on electric lines.

College Press Service

College Press Service
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Officials at Pi Kappa Phi's national headquarters were frustrated:
the message about AIDS just wasn't getting through to young college
men and women who were putting their lives at risk by having unpro
tected sex.
So the fraternity decided to do something to illustrate the danger in
a more graphic and humorous method, and the result was an eye
catching wall poster designed to startle students into action.
Subtle it ain't.
The 22-inch-by-28-inch color poster, taken from an ancient Indian
painting and first published in 1883 in the Kama Sutra of Vatsyavana,
shows an amorous couple locked in a rather athletic sexual position. A
strategically placed warning box says, "If you think this looks danger
ous, try doing it without a condom." Smaller print reads, "No sexual
act is more death-defying than sex without protection. Don't put your
self in that position."
Copies of the posters were mailed to the fraternity's 140 chapters
throughout the nation.
Durward Owen, chief executive officer of the national fraternity,

See Pi kappa Phi (page 4)
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Not too late to get shots
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As a toy, the manner is which
the X-zylo is thrown has a lot to
do'with how far it goes. The fly
ing gyroscope has the potential of
traveling as far as 200 yards (600
feet), although 100 yards is likely
the best distance to be gained on,
early tries.
Frisbee enthusiasts have
shown a lot of interest in the Xzylo as the new toy of the 1990s,
Forti says, although dogs won't'
have as much success in X-zylo-'
throwing as they do in Frisbeethrowing.
"Dogs love to chase them,
that's for sure. It's just a question
of whether they'll rough them up
once they get them," Forti said.
Because the gyroscopes are made
of thin plastic, they are easily
punctured by the dogs' teeth, and
that factor doesn't make the Xzylo the best possible canine toy.
Currently, the X-zylo is being
sold in toy stores in 35 states.
Forti said he and his father,
William Forti, are trying to get
one of the major toy sellers like
Toys R Us to give the X-zylo a
try for national distribution.
For more information about
where the X-zylo is being sold,
call Frank Martin Associates at 1800-421-9434.

Diana Smith
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porcelain, cloth, glass or metal
several years ago. About 80 of
the figures were donated by an
alumna who also gave "a sub
stantial amount of money," said
Tina Begleiter, director of major
gifts at the business school. The
pigs will be sold when the market
is right for them.

supposed to come up with a mar
keting strategy for a new product.
He decided to design a marketing
strategy for the X-zylo. His pro
fessor, Van Gray, gave him an A
on the project and encouraged
Forti to market the product for
real.
First, Forti took his invention
to the Physics Department at
Baylor to get a more technical
explanation of the X-zylo's flight
principles. The device baffled the
experts there.
Then he showed the X-zylo to
his dad, Bill Forti, then an execu
tive at General Dynamics Corp.
in Pomona, Calif. The X-zylo
mystified the experts at General
Dynamics as well.
"At that time, I didn't realize
that I had anything revolutionary;
I just knew it was a very cool
thing."
So the Fortis took the device
to the nation's top experts at
NASA's Advanced Vehicle
Division at Langley Research
Center in Virginia. The X-zylo
stumped NASA experts, too, and
they're still working to try to
explain it because they'd like to
use the concept in high-altitude
research aircraft or possibly in
ballistics.

Pi Kappa Phi distributes
graphic AIDS poster
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a very cool thing," he said.
' Forti tried other models with
the same design and different
materials, getting flying devices
that progressively improved with
each step. He was taking a mar
keting class at the time and was

Schools receive unusual gifts

Criteria for selection include |—
leadership on and off-campus And you thought your alma
and the endorsement of the stu uter only wanted money from
dent's college or university presi «.Some universities and col
dent. In addition, students as across the nation are recipireturning to campus after the Jlsofthe strangest gifts from
program are required to address mni and other supporters,
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across the room of his apartment
quite easily. "At that time, I
didn't realize that I had anything
revolutionary; I just knew it was

SALE ENDS 2728/94
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TICKET CENTER
ALL MAJOR EVENTS
THROUGHOUT CALIFORNIA

College Press Service
Think you've been spared the
indignity and suffering of the flu
for another year? Think again.
The 1993-94 influenza season
just may have started in full
swing, a Michigan State
University doctor warns. "I think
we've just seen a glimpse of
things to come," says Dr. Ashir
Kumar, an MSU pediatrician and
infectious disease expert. "It's
not too late to get a flu shot."
Generally the flu season
doesn't get started in earnest until
mid-January, said Kumar,
although health clinics at colleges
throughout the country began
reporting cases as early as last
October.

Students also are returning to
colleges and universities after
having been home for holiday
breaks, where families gathered
and swapped germs as well as
gifts. "They're picking up a
whole bunch of stuff from their
families and bringing it back,"
Kumar said.
In addition, winter is the sea
son for indoor sports events such
as basketball and hockey games,
which are breeding grounds for
illnesses, Kumar said. Put a few
sick people in an area "scream
ing and hollering and coughing
on each other," and you've got a
recipe for a flu epidemic, he said.

See Flu (page 4)

.

Despite the criticism they get
for sometimes violent lyrics, rap
musicians see and describe their
world in much the same way as
the scholar W.E.B. Du Bois did at
the turn of the century, a profes
sor says.
Like Du Bois, rap artists rec
ognize that they live in a society
with clashing values, contradic
tions and abuses, said Eric Watts,
an assistant professor of commu
nication at the University of
Dayton. The violence they
describe is partly a reflection of
the violent nation they live in, he
argues. Rap provides both the
content and forum for debate on
these issues and a chance for
artists to define themselves with
in their community.
Watts presented his findings
on "Subversion and Selling Self:
Double-Consciousness
in
Gangsta Rap" recently at an aca
demic gathering in Miami.
"Rap music provides artists
with the ability to express politi
cal ideas, to express an ideology,
to confront people about their
prejudices and to confront them
selves about their own prejudices
as well as the rap music itself
being the forum for the debate,"
he said. "They're trying to
expose conditions that we need to
come to grips with."
Watt traces the concept of dou
ble-consciousness to Du Bois,
who wrote about former slaves
stripped of their African heritage
by a Eurocentric society that then
imposed its own value system on
them — a value system that belit
tled them. Blacks who accepted
the dominant culture denied their
own selfhood. Those who,
despite social forces, managed to
hold onto their African identity
had to straddle two worlds, creat
ing a double-consciousness that
let them scrutinize each environ
ment.
"You can see beyond what
other people can see; it's empv
ering because you can make
changes," Watt said. "But it can
also be a curse because yon
CPP things tiial you don't neces
sarily want to see."

CROSS THE NATION
Resumes can grease
skids for job candidates

No job prospects?

Volunteer your way into wor
**

John Tuttle

•
»;thpr She
ket wasn't promising either.
decided to volunteer for a year
a home for abused women in

College Press Service
Volunteer work and graduate school are viable options for those
who, for whatever reason, want to put off diving into the job market.
However, not everyone can get into graduate school. And many vol
unteer organizations can be as selective in choosing candidates tor
positions as corporate employers.
So many are forced to dive right into the job application pool
fresh out of college. But without a graduate degree or a year of vol
unteer service under their belts, how can these candidates compete.
Beverly Stennett, a counselor at the career development center at
George Mason University in Fairfax, Va., says career development
John E. Tuttle
centers at most schools offer free services such as resume critiques,
College Press Service
workshops on interviewing skills, networking and more.
Knowing where to start looking for a job is the first step. The
In 1990, according to The
employment section of the newspaper seems like the most logical
Monthly Labor Review, there
place to start, however, Stennett said that most emphasis should be
were 974,000 new college gradu
placed on networking.
ates seeking jobs. That same
"Consider everyone a potential contact for you,' she said.
year, there were 964,000 job
Friends who have graduated, relatives, professors, and your friends'
openings for college graduates.
parents are all potential networking opportunities. Many profession
Add to that more than 200,000
al associations have college chapters. These provide excellent net
old graduates seeking jobs, and
working opportunities as well.
you have a lot of men and
However, Stennett said, do not ignore published ads. "About 20
women with college degrees
percent of your emphasis should be on the classifieds," she said.
watching "Days of Our Lives"
According to Stennett, both the cover letter and the resume
in 1990.
should match what the employer wants. By this point in the job
Yet, the prospect of a tight job
search, everyone should have a resume, which should include:
market has turned a growing
• Education — List, in reverse chronological order, colleges
number of recent college gradu
attended and their location, your major or degree, and your GPA if it
ates to volunteer work as a way
is above a 3.2.
to get a foot in the door, delay
Work Experience — List, again in reverse chronological order,
career decisions until they've had
any jobs or internships, even if they were unpaid. Explain your
more time to think and get some
duties at these jobs and accentuate the positive, but don t be too cre
real satisfaction out of a job well
ative. Employers know that "custodial engineers" are janitors.
done.
• Activities — List extracurricular, sports, and community activi
Mark Gardner, a 25-year-old
ties, which can be great places to develop valuable leadership skills.
graduate of George Mason
Be sure your prospective employer knows about them.
University in Fairfax, Va., had no
• Don't include personal information such as height, weight, hair
idea what he wanted to do after
color or other irrelevant facts. They're likely to get more laughs than
college, so he moved to
telephone calls. There are dozens of books on how to write a good
California to do some soulresume. Many are worth the investment.
searching.
You can't judge a book by its cover, but you can judge a resume
"I just didn't want to go back
by its cover letter. Employers do. A good one can get you a'joK.
to Fairfax," he said. Gardner
A cover letter should tell the reader that you wish to apply for a
delivered pizzas to make ends
job, how you heard about the job, and why he or she should bother
meet and did volunteer work at a
to look at your resume. It should be short, flawlessly written,
sexual assault crisis center in his
unique, to the point, bold, yet conservative. Impossible? Nearly, but
spare time.
it can be done. Again, see your career counselor and buy a good
book.

Bethel, Alaska.
"This is what I needed
get away from all that was familfar so that I could figure out what
I really wanted," she sai ,
"There are so many peop
this world that haven't been
given what I have. This was my
opportunity to help them.
"That's where I caught the
By the time she got accus
bug for social work and social
tomed to the 20 hours of daylight
services," he said. His soulin the summer, winter arrived.
searching brought him back to
"There were days when the sun
Fairfax, where after doing partdidn't rise at all," she said "It is
time work in social services, he
a very sad way of life here.
ended up working for the
Francois said volunteering is
Salvation Army as a full-time
becoming increasingly popular
case manager.
among new graduates now
Gardner works with residents
because they are, like many o
of a community shelter, refers
their parents in the 1960s, very
them to services in the area and
much aware of the problems fac
helps to find them jobs and treat
ing the world today. This is their
ment for addictions. He says his
time to make a difference.
"hibernation
period"
in
"I figured that it was the only
California helped solidify his
time in my life I could do some
career goals. Various part-time
thing like this," said Heather
jobs and volunteer opportunities
Mclntyre, a College of William
in the social work field helped
and Mary graduate who is volun
him get a job.
teering for a year at a living facil
"It all sort of came together,"
ity for single mothers in
he said.
Hartford, Conn.
Gardner's choice to put off
"It's kind of an easy step in
making a final decision about his
some
ways between school and
career plans resulted in his hav
ing a better idea about what he going to work," Mclntyre said.
Volunteers offer their time in
wanted to do. This decision is not
different
ways and for different
at all uncommon, and there are
reasons, and many find local vol
more places to hide after gradua
unteer opportunities very reward
tion than California.
ing.
Krista Francois, 23, said she
"There's no gain or loss
felt lost when She graduated from
because you're provided for. You
James Madison University in
live in a very simple lifestyle, so
Harrisonburg, Va. She studied
you learn to live simply,"
education because she wanted to
help people, but the degree Francois said.
"This is what I needed — to
wasn't enough, and the job mar

WHEN YOU RIDE
DRUNK,
ONE MORE FOR
THE ROAD
CAN HAVE AN
ENTIRELY
DIFFERENT
MEANING.

Writers Needed

ontact The Pacifician
at 946-2115 or Stop by
the office located at
Third Floor, Hand Hall
Just a fraction of our time watching movies
could help bring many happy endings.
It's so easy to help your
five hours of volunteer time
community, when you think
per week the standard of
about it.
giving in America.
Millions cf people have/^*__
Get involved with the
helped make five percent VflVCflVC. causes you care about
Ot their mCOm~?nd
H-Tiar yoirgej back is immeasurable, and give five.
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WATCH FOR
TOOL ON
TOUR NOW!

Mental illness
has warning signs, too.
Withdrawal from social
activities. Excessive anger.
These could be the first
warning signs of a mental
illness. Unfortunately, most of
us don't recognize the signs.
Which is tragic. Because
mental illness can be treated.
In fact, 2 out of 3 people who
get help, get better.
For a free booklet about
mental illness and its warning
signs, write to or call:
National Mental Health Association
P.O. Box 17389,
Washington, D.C. 20041
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Pi Kappa Phi
said Pi Kappa Phi officials
knew they would catch some heat
for the poster, which he frankly
admitted "borders on pornogra
phy," but he said the importance
of the message ultimately out
weighed questions of taste.
"We had to get someone's
attention," he said. "I felt com
fortable with it, although I knew
we would be on the edge of criti
cism."
In a letter that accompanied
the posters, Owen wrote: "This is
a poster which will undoubtedly
be controversial. It is our sincere
hope that it gets your attention. If
it does not...then it has been for
naught."
Written inquiries about obtain
ing a copy of the poster should be
directed to Owen at Pi Kappa Phi
Fraternity, P.O. Box 240526,
Charlotte, N.C. 28224-0526.
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Meeks is one of the top 35
nationally ranks leaders in the
home building center industry.
Beginning with their centers
located in the mid-west, Meeks
has been sponsoring interns for
nearly 10 years and has up to 75
interns at any one given time
throughout their 32 centers
nationwide.
What does Giles hope to learn
from his internship experience?
"I want to be able to obtain
enough experience and knowl
edge to be considered for a posi
tion other than entry-level. I want
to be as marketable as possible."
"We are looking for future
management," said Suzanne
Meeks, owner. "It is a win-win
situation, both for the student and
the company. There is such a
need for this on-the job experi-

Imagine your resume
in the hands of employers
all over the country...

INSTANTLY!

It can happen. Nationwide databases matching employers
to job seekers are just one of many innovative electronic
job-search techniques that are already helping millions locate
and land their dream jobs.
So don't get left behind. Get the ultimate survival guides
to the electronic job search and resume revolution today!
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handle people is something you
can't learn in the classroom "
said Giles when asked what
makes this internship at Meeks
Building Center different from
any other part-time job. "Jason is
getting a great education other
than just book learning. He is
getting hands-on training, which
is what you need to get a job,"
said Kim Crawford, manager.
Meeks is a 12-24 month
internship which provides the
challenge to work through major
business and marketing func
tions. Students have the opportu
nity to participate in business
areas ranging from floor sales to
management roles.

*°SCrve as stu<^ent

Are

you interested in running

ingupsoon.Ifyou«'inte^»J
you should contact the ASLW
office at 946-2233 IMMED1ATELY for more information.
Before deciding to run, you
should also attend a senate rmf~
ina They are held every Monday
evening in the McCaffrey Center
CthSCewRnrlbe

'special

Monday night showing; of Mr
Wonderful" m the McCaffrey
Theater at 8 p.mFreshman and transfer stu

Thursday, Feb. 10
African American Student Union, Step Dance, McCaffrey
Center Stage, 8 a.m.
Dining Services Committee meeting, Redwood Room, 12 p.m.
Accounting Society meeting, Weber 101,5:30 p.m.
African American Student Union, Gospel Festival Choir
Rehearsal, WPC 140,8 p.m.
UPBEAT Films, FEARLESS, McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.

Friday, Feb. 11
Men's Volleyball Tournament, Spanos Center, all day
Baseball vs. Utah, Billy Herbert Field, 1 p.m.
Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship meeting, WPC 140,6 p.m.
Artist's reception for Margaret Michel, UOP Gallery, 7 p.m. to 9
p.m.
UPBEAT Films, FEARLESS, McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.

Saturday, Feb. 12
Men's Volleyball Tournament, Spanos Center, all day
Community Involvement Program, Women's Forum,
President's Room, 8 a.m.
School of International Studies, Career Forum, George Wilson
Hall, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Women's Lacrosse, Brookside Field, 12 p.m.
African American Student Union, Pre-Valentine's Day Dance,
Static Attic, 8 p.m.
UPBEAT Films, FEARLESS, McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.

Sunday, Feb. 13
Mass, Morris Chapel, 9:30 a.m. and 8 p.m..
Ecumenical services, Morris Chapel, 11 a.m.
UPBEAT Films, FEARLESS, McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.

Monday, Feb. 14
Marketing senior, Jason Giles talks with Bob Schachten at Meeks Building
Center where Giles is an intern.

ence in education. It is an invalu
able opportunity to experience
reality and to apply what they
have learned in the classroom to
the work force."
"We want to stress that this is
all part of the academic experi
ence," said Jody Smith, associate
director of the Co-op/Internship
Program, which was responsible
for pairing Giles and Meeks.
"An academic internship is more

than just getting a job and build
ing your resume. Students get
the practical experience of
applying and understanding what
they have learned in the
classroom."
If you are interested in apply
ing for the Meeks Internship pro
gram, or any other internship, or
would like general information,
please call the Co-op/lnternship
Office at 946-2273.

Conservatory Concert
Series continues
As part of the Conservatory
Concert Series, Baritone George
Buckbee will present an evening
of unusual vocal chamber music
in the Faye Spanos Concert Hall
on Tuesday, Feb. 15 at 8 p.m.
Buckbee, recipient of the 1993
S.T.A.R. award presented by the
Stockton Arts Commission in
recognition of his contribution to
the arts, is a singer, pianist, opera
director, conductor, professor of
music and acknowledged authori
ty on Finnish composer Yryo
Kilpinen. He is currently a
Professor of Voice and Chair of
the Department of Applied Music
at Pacific's Conservatory of
Music.
Funded in part by the Kurt
Weill Foundation for Music, Inc.,
of New York, the program will
include Kurt Weill's Das Berliner
Requiem, J.S. Bach's Cantata No.
82 (Ich haibe Genug), G.P.
Telemann's parody cantata, On
the Death of a Canary and the
premiere of UOP graduate stu
dent Thomas Walter's 1993-94
composition for baritone and
string quartet, Reflections on
dents, do you know what Band
Frolic is? Well, it is coming up
soon so "get connected." Call
946-3217 or talk to your RA for
more information about this 60
plus year tradition!

Student Issues
Debate has been occurring
about such issues as establishing
class councils in ASUOP Senate
meetings. Come check out the
latest topics at the meetings held
every Monday night at 9 p.m. in
the
McCaffrey
Center
Conference Room.

"Portrait of a Lady," based on
selected lines from T.S. Eliot's
poem of the same name.
Assisting Buckbee in the Bach
and Telemann cantatas will be
violinists James Stern and
Warren van Bronkhorst, violist
Michael Allard, cellist Ira Lehn
and Charles Schilling on continuo and harmonium.
Soloists William Whitesides,
Tenor, and Reg Huston, Bass,
will join Buckbee in singing, in
German, Kurt Weill's Das
Berliner Requiem which was
written in 1928 to lament man's
inhumanity to man. Both have
sung extensively in the opera
houses of Germany. Whiteside
and Houston will be accompa
nied by a 12-member chamber
orchestra and several male voices
of the Pacific Singers. The
ensemble will be conducted by
Donald Kendrick.
Tickets for the concert will be
available at the door. General
admission is $3. Pacific students
and children 12 and under may
attend without charge. For more
information, call (209) 946-2415.

The Ladies of
Kappa Alpha Theta
welcome
our new members
Stacie Bennet
Hillary Lannan
Jenelle Bentley
Elissa Lumley
Kristcn Brown
Cheryl Mathaus
Laura Cairns
Michelle McClaskey
Sacka Caldermeyer
Jen Morse
Megan Dunn
Amy Small
Maria Francois
Jenny Spring
Emily Gunnerson Connie Stansfield
Janue Hoffman Jenn Westmoreland
Lana Hofman
Beth White
Addle Infante
Shelly Wright
Trieia James
Stephanie Young

African American Student Union, Student Forum, Bechtel
Lounge, 6:30 p.m.
UPBEAT Films, MR. WONDERFUL, McCaffrey Theatre, 8
p.m.
ASUOP Senate, McCaffrey Center Conference Room, 9 p.m.

Tuesday, Feb. 15
Cowell Student Health Center, Quit for Life, Smoking
Cessation Class, WPC 232,7 p.m.
Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship, Bible Study Class, Z-Building
NE, 7 p.m.
Conservatory Concert, Faye Spanos Concert Hall, 8 p.m.
College Life weekly meeting, McCaffrey Center Conference
Room 8 p.m.
UPBEAT Films, MR. WONDERFUL, McCaffrey Theatre, 8
p.m.

Wednesday, Feb. 16
World on Wednesday Lecture Series, Bechtel Center, 12:30 p.m.
Model UN, Weber Hall 102,6 p.m.
Conversation Partners introductory meeting, Bechtel Center, 6
p.m.
Black History Month: Keynote Speaker, Long Theatre, 7 p.m.
"Screaming from the Barrel" tour sponsored by ASUOP, Faye
Spanos Concert Hall, 7:30 p.m.
UPBEAT Films, MR. WONDERFUL, McCaffrey Theatre, 8
p.m.

MONEY, MAJORS,
AND MORE!!!
Burton Jay Nadler
Director UOP Career Services
Last week's column expounded on the claim, "We are not for job
seeking seniors only!" Well, this one really is just for seniors and
recent alumni. You have all probably thought of the meaning of life.
Now think of the meaning of two important words.
RECRUIT
(REE-KROOT)Verb
(1) To seek out and engage (someone) for work or service.
(2) To strengthen or raise (an armed force) by enlistment.
(3) To persuade (someone) to apply to, attend or join a school,
group or firm.
RECRUITING
(REE-KROOT-ING)Noun or Adverb
(1) The act of identifying, interviewing and hiring for employment.
(2) An exciting and rewarding on-campus interviewing activity
linking seniors and alumni with prospective employers.
(3) Activities including responding to postings, attending career
fairs and self-recruiting which all result in job search success.
Please....
• Actively participate in March On-Campus Recruiting!
• Respond to posted opportunities located in our office!
• Attend the PUN/ICNC Career Fair on March 16!
Remember...
Priority Recruiting Sign-up
Friday, Feb. 11, beginning at 10 a.m. in Career Services.
General Recruiting Sign-up
Monday, Feb. 14, beginning at 10 a.m. in Career Services.
On-campus recruiting schedules will be available for all eligible
seniors and alumni. A resume is required for each schedule.
1CNC/PUN Career Fair
Wednesday, March 16, 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
40th Floor Chevron Building
575 Market St., San Francisco
An exciting event featuring numerous Bay area employers, panels
and workshops.
We at Career Services want to meet with as many seniors as
quickly as we can. The earlier we discuss strategies, the more
effective your efforts will become. Call 946-2361 or stop by to
make an appointment.
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1EDITORIALS
Pacifican applauds regents openness
On Jan. 26, the future of the University was drastically altered
I with the first public appearance by the newly-elected chair*of fire
UOP Board of Regents. President Atchley spoke first, re-afhrming
the rigidly hierarchical governance structure of the University and
indicating that, despite rumors to the contrary, he remains firmly in
1 charge He then introduced the campus community to Dr. Dale
Redig, former dean of the UOP Dental School, current executive
| director of the California Dental Association and the newly-elected
! chair of the UOP Board of Regents.
Redig spoke candidly and knowledgeably about the troubling
issues facing this University. He pledged to increase communication
between the Regents and the campus community by meeting otten
i with campus constituencies and issuing minutes of the Regents meet
ings soon after decisions are made. In response to a question from the
| audience, he indicated he would ask the Regents whether they would
go so far as to provide the agenda to the campus community in
| advance of the meeting to allow a debate to happen on campus prior
to major decisions by the Regents. When compared with the secrel five deliberations of the Regents during the past several years, this is
a monumental change in policy for the Regents and the University.
Additionally, Redig said the Regents would "no longer accept a
[ one-page summary of the budget" and would institute a buildmgI block budgeting process, wherein the contents of all parts of the budi get would be public knowledge, providing the necessary figures for a
campus-wide debate about University priorities. The building-block
budget process is surely the most concrete step towards rebuilding

As I begin my position as the
new editor of the Opinion page, I
want to encourage participation
by the campus community. My
goals for the page and some ideas
for the future follow:
1) We will always try to run at
least one (and hopefully two)
editorials that are approved by
the Editorial Board of The
Pacifican on the left side of the
page. I think it is important that
The Pacifican as a whole
comment on relevant campus
issues. When possible, we will
take informed stances on impor
tant issues after campus-wide

I the University.
After the completion of his prepared speech, Redig fielded quesI tions from the audience. He answered those he could, was honest
I when he did not know enough to give an honest answer and eased
fears that the Regents would remain isolated, distant and secretive.
The Pacifican applauds the openness demonstrated by Redig and
i the new executive team on the Board of Regents. While the
; University surely owes some debt of gratitude to Bob Eberhart and
j the outgoing Regents executive board, the openness demonstrated by
I Redig and his new board has already done much to stop the suspiI cion that has crippled recent efforts to build a stronger, more open

debate.

2) Pac Talks will be used for
slightly political issues on occa
sion. Questions will get away
from "What is your favorite
food?" and towards major issues
of campus, national and interna
tional relevance.
3) Several letters to the editor
will be published each week.
Thoughtful commentary on cam
pus issues is especially appreciat
ed; hate speech is not. To be con
sidered for publication, letters
must be signed and include a
phone number for verification of
authorship.
4) The Opinion page will be
more relevant to campus issues

and issues u
Regents
nance. Commentary on Reg ^
decisions,,he
^tn'aor"issues people «
about on campus w >
happen on this page. The op
ions of the campus commun y
will be solicited.
5) The Left/Right debate w
be continued, with more crmca
thought and less re-hash,ng of he
Rush Limbaugh postbon and the
anti-Rush Limbaugh position
Critical issues of the day
(Supreme Court decisions, for
example) will be used to frame

Writers Needed
for the Opinion Page
Conservatives and Liberals
Contribute bi-weekly columns to the 'From the Left/From the
Right" debate.
Guest Columns
Provide your perspective on relevant issues.
Get published while gaining valuable writing experience.
If writing for the Opinion page appeals to you in any way,
please contact Chris Shultz at 946-2115.
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Q: How do you feel about President
Attorney,
Clinton lifting the embargo on V.etnam^magang^PPjes.on™

and more cooperative UOP.

Recent polls indicate that the majority of the American public
does not care about President Clinton's affiliation with James
McDougal, the owner of a failed savings and loan, partner with the
Clintons in a failed land deal and campaign chairman for Bill Glutton
during seyeral gubernatorial campaigns in Arkansas. Americans j
should care, as this issue cuts right to the core of Clinton's1 honesty
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Bill Clinton appointed the regulator who allowed this savings and
loan to stay open despite recommendations that it be shut down
because it was doomed to fail (at a cost to taxpayers of more than
$60 million). McDougal, owner of the failed savings and loan, for
gave Clinton a $50,000 campaign debt at approximately the same
time his bank was allowed to operate in such a financially dangerous
condition. Hillary Clinton was a partner in the Rose law firm retained
by McDougal and argued herself on behalf of McDougal's savings
and loan, in front of Bill Clinton's appointed regulator, that the sav
ings and loan should be allowed to remain open. Viuce Foster, a part
ner with Hillary Rodham Clinton in the Rose law firm, was appoint
ed to a White House Counsel position. When he committed suicide
| last year, the files relating to the Clinton's land deals with McDougal
were removed from his desk and hidden from the Justice
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Department.
Even if no laws were broken, there are tremendous possibilities
for conflict of interest. This issue could bring down the president or it
could prove to be nothing more than coincidence. In any case, the
relationship between the Clinton's and McDougal merits further
inquiry. Americans should care.
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"When people say that we are
labeling kids, I say 'No, they are
earning these titles'," Moore
said. "They are titles, not labels
anymore." She said that the
police do not want to wrongly
label a kid because the title is
tough to shake.
It s all about, they call it,
respect," Moore said.
The degree of violence on the
streets has risen. There currently
are Asian, Afro-American,
Caucasian and Hispanic gangs.
Police are taking machine guns
and assault rifles off the streets
weekly. These gangs sell drugs,
fight over turf and shoot people
over things like looking at anoth
er guy's girlfriend. "Respect,"
Moore repeated.
Moore explained that this
'respect" is not the same respect
that you and I know. She gave
examples of respect that society
in general understands, such as to
respect your elders and respect
people in authority.
"Respect is something that is
earned through making yourself
a better person, but for a gang
member, there is a street version
of respect," Moore said. "It is
power."
This power is the idea that no
one will "mess" with the individ
ual with this "power" or
"respect". To disrespect someone
means that you are confronting
them. On the streets, one does
not want to confront anybody
because that is considered disre
spectful. "Where does that come
from?"Moore wondered."This
respect' is demanded rather than
earned."
Moore gave a scenario of
what would happen if a gang was

«h„ **
'disrespected".
"The gang that
®*r^Pected " ^he 8ang that
was disrespected would come
back three hours later and shoot
the opposing gang member's
house where the mother, father
and babies of the gang members
reside," she said. 'They, in turn,
would be shot."

Younger kids are becoming
involved in gangs and young
girls are getting pregnant more
often. Moore told of when an 18year-old girl came to her office,
pregnant with her fourth child. "I
asked the girl, 'What do you
want to do in your life, if you
could do anything?' and she
couldn't think of anything that
she wanted. It was scary and
sad."
In the courtroom, gang mem
bers are being cut no slack. The
laws that apply allow the District
Attorneys to charge that the indi
vidual's title and the crime that
he or she committed are almost
one in the same. If someone
committed an attempted murder
on an opposing gang member
and if Moore could prove it, she
could charge that person with the
gang statute. This statute outlines
that if the person who committed
the crime is a documented gang
member and has participated in
the gang, then a more severe sen
tence can be given. Right now,
the California District Attorney
Associated Gang Committee,
which handles legislation, is cur
rently working on a law about
gang crimq.
.
Moore has personal concerns
about
. jPtoiamajority of
the gang members in Stockton
are of ethnic make-up. People
have accused Moore of only
prosecuting minorities. "I do not
look at a person's color, I look at
the conduct they did. I don't hate
anyone I prosecuted, I don't like
what they did.," Moore said.
"That is a hard thing for the
defendant to see. He sees me as
trying to do him in."
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"You sound like my mother."
I wanted my casual, no-stringsattached Saturday morning back.
"You'd better think about it.
Before you blow it," Mark said,
heading for the kitchen.
"Pepper, what are our plans
for the future?" I had thought
about it all morning and decided
to ask for her input while we
tackled the week's laundry.
"What exactly are you asking,
Kevin? Like where we will live
and work?" She seemed as flus
tered as I had been.
"1 mean where will we work,
where will we be, will we even
be together?" I asked.
"Well, I guess that is up to
Pepper said.
This was not the answer I

you,"

WS"What
me?"

do you mean it is up to
I was confused. I wanted

somebody to tell me what I
needed to do to be happy. 1 did

not want to think about it.
"I think you better gure ou
want and then do
what you want f'
something about it
-Well. I J'm t know? I and.
,, was a plea ft* WP' 1 needed
"dX. 1 really did not know

^ 3 *oser'" I sa*d
have

y°u

thought

W^"We
t

could see other people

while," she said.

Silence followed. 1 was
shocked. Where the hell did
that come from? She wanted
somebody else?
"Is that what you want?" I
asked.
"Maybe you need time
away from me to think about
your life," she said. "Maybe
then you will know."
But I already did. I loved
her. What else was there?
And before I knew it, the
whole four years rested on this
one question. What else was
there? In my silence she decid
ed. "Time and space," she
called it.
And so we "broke up." I
felt like hell. So, I went home
and made Cocoa Crispy Treats
out of my cereal. And then, I
cried.
Cocoa Crispy TVeats
1/4 cup margarine
40 large marshmallows
6 cups Cocoa Crispies
Melt margarine and marshmallows over low heat.
Remove from heat and add to
cocoa crispies. Spread in flat
pan and cool completely
before cutting.

to deal with confrontation and
conflict. "I feel like there is
something in me to make some
changes," Moore said. "I under
stand kids."
People are tired of finding
graffiti on their houses or of
being intimidated to walk in the
mall, take their kids to the park or
take their groceries to the car
without being harmed.
Hopefully, with the help of
Barbara Moore, the Police
Department and community
groups such as Mothers Against
Gang Wars, the war against
gangs will be put to rest. "
These kids do not realize that
they have choices," Moore
said."If they have never been
exposed to a different lifestyle
other than gangs or having babies
at 16, they will not know to try
anything else."
Moore hopes to see more
intervention from the govern
ment. "We have lost a generation
and we will continue to lose
control of the situation if we
do not fight back," Moore
said. "Something has to be
done."
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Sarah Grimes, M.D.
Q: What are the signs and
symptoms of a urinary tract
infection? Do both women and
men get this type of infection?
A: Urinary tract infections are
a common complaint treated at
the Health Center. Although
women are much more likely to
develop this type of infection,
men occasionally experience
similar symptoms. A urinary tract
infection is usually caused by an
overgrowth of bacteria in the
bladder. The symptoms will
include burning during urination,
frequent urination (usually in
small amounts), lower abdominal
pressure or pain, mild back pain
and often the appearance of
blood in the urine. Both men and
women generally experience the
same types of symptoms. If the
above symptoms are accompa
nied by high fever, shaking chills
and more severe back pain, this
usually indicates a more serious
infection of the kidneys called
pyelonephritis. Either type of

infection should be promptly
seen at the Health Center.
Treatment for a urinary tract
infection includes antibiotics and
plenty of fluids. Occasionally a
urinary antiseptic may also be
given to decrease the amount of
pain of urination until the antibi
otic can give some relief. This
medicine is called Pyridium and
will often cause the urine to turn
a bright orange. Relief from
symptoms occurs very quickly
after starting antibiotic treatment.
However, it is important to
remember to take the full course
of antibiotics.
Although urinary tract infec
tions are very common among
women who are sexually active,
repeated infections may necessi
tate a more extensive study of the
urine by a laboratory. Men who
develop urinary tract infections
are often treated a little different
ly than women. The first time
infection is treated as described
above; however, men are more
likely to be referred to a specialist
called a urologist for repeated
infections.
Prevention can be key to
avoiding some of these urinary
tract infections. Always drink
plenty of fluids, including the old
standby cranberry juice. Always
remember to empty the bladder
before and after intercourse.
Urinary tract symptoms com
monly occur around increased

frequency of sexual intercourse,
but the infection is not contracted
from a sexual partner. Toilet
hygiene should always be wiping
from front to back; most of the
bacteria that causes urinarf tract
infections comes from the rectal
area. Again, these infections
require prompt treatment.
Some women may notice a
definite relationship between
intercourse and episodes of uri
nary tract infections. After appro
priate work-up, these women
may benefit from a more regular
use of antibiotics. Please make
an appointment at the Health
Center if you think you may be a
candidate for this type of treat
ment.
Update on campus health: A
viral illness with symptoms of
fever, nausea, dizziness and
fatigue is presently affecting
many students on campus.
Remember to get plenty of rest,
fluids and good nutrition. Tylenol
is always a better substitute for
fever and headaches when nau
sea or vomiting is present. If
diarrhea also occurs, remember
to concentrate on clear liquids.
Avoid milk and milk products,
fruit juices and caffeinated bev
erages. Appropriate fluids to
drink include 7-Up, ginger-ale,
water and Gatorade.
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The art of running
the UOP gallery
Angelica Passantino
Senior Staff Writer
Carla Malone is the director
of the UOP gallery, and has
held that position for the last
five years. Her vast knowledge
of art can be linked to
Malone's education as an
artist. She obtained her MFA
from San Jose State University
and her BA in art from UOP.
Malone comes to UOP with
extensive experience in gallery
management from the Works
gallery in San Jose, CA. She
herself is an accomplished
ceramic sculptor and has had
many exhibitions. Malone has
been the slide librarian for the
last four years in the art
department and she has taught
both Color and Design and
Arts Administration. She is a
versatile and open minded
museum director because of
her insight as an artist as well
as her many roles in the
administrative arts. Clearly,
Malone's contributions and
experience have made all the
difference in the running of

the gallery as well as the
quality of the exhibitions
shown in it.
Unlike past directors of the
UOP gallery, Malone strives to
move away from showing the
work of "art stars". She is
dedicated to those artists who
have had a lifelong commit
ment to the arts. Most all of
the artists selected have an
MFA degree or a strong edu
cational background from wellknown universities and have a
matured personal style. Also,
the opportunity to exhibit
enhances the artist's career; the
entire gallery is dedicated to
that one artist. However, many
of the artists have an impres
sive exhibition record and still
welcome the idea of having a
one person show because of
the attention it brings to their
work.
One might be curious as to
how these talented artists hear
of the UOP gallery. Once a
year, Malone puts an ad in
"Art Week" magazine and
about two hundred applicants
send in their resumes, slides,

and photographs. Based on her
keen artistic know how,
Malone chooses mostly Bay
Area artists and is also sensitive
as to what she thinks the stu
dents might like. It is clear
that she has an eclectic taste
in art. All types of media are
displayed in the UOP gallery
to broaden our notion of the
arts.
The upkeep of the gallery is
time consuming in that it must
remain clean and accessible for
all types of art to be shown.
Often there are site specific
requirements for a work of art.
For example, an artist may
want the entire gallery painted
in another color and once the
exhibit is over the gallery
must return to its original
white appearance. Also, at the
opening of each show there is
a catered reception for the
artist. Prior to that opening,
color invitations must be sent
throughout
the
valley.
Fortunately, Malone has two
dedicated student assistants
who each work ten hours a
week to help with every
aspect of the gallery from
press releases to interior alter
ations. Even with help, Malone
has a lot to think about in
terms of running the UOP
gallery and she has done a
wonderful job!
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Annminpc on
winners »M11
will KA
be announced
March 18. The selected plays
will be presented in a public
performance in the DeMarcus
Brown Studio Theater on
Wednesday evening, May 11.
For further information and
festival rules, please contact Dr.
William J. Wolak at the
Department of Drama and
Dance by calling 946-2116.

Words of Wisdom
One word frees us from all the!
weight and pain: That word is
love.
-Sophocles, Oedipus at Colonus

Happy Valentine's Day!

Friends Don't Let
Friends Drive Drunk

^Iwentfrom
housetolpise,
gettingaity toodor
clothesthey
wwldgfaeme.
Thenlhandeditall
outtoany needy
peopteinthe
neighborhood.^)
—Jack Powell
Salisbury, MO

Jock Powell is one of the little answers to
the big problems facing every community in
America. And because there are more peo
ple than problems, things will gel done. All
you have to do is something. Do anything.
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Do something good. Fool something real.
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Playwrights currently needed!
The Department of Drama judged to be among the best.
and Dance announces its Eighth First prize is $40, second prize is
Annual Petite Play Festival. $30 and third prize is $20.
Creative and imaginative writ Honorable mention awards may
ers are invited to write a short also be given. Scripts must be
script for a festival of original submitted to the Department of
plays. All UOP students and Drama and Dance by Friday,
staff are eligible to submit one March 4.
Scripts will be screened by an
or two scripts. Prizes will be
adjunction
committee and the
awarded for the three plays
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Valentine
Impromptu at
Le Bistro
Throughout the year Le Bistro,
a fine French cuisine restaurant
here in Stockton offers a series of
dinner shows performed by
Opera Too!
On Feb. 14,
Valentine's Day, the restaurant
will start the season off with its
traditional Valentine Impromptu.
This would be a perfect intimate
evening for friends or lovers to
experience the songs of
Broadway, familiar and new,
sung by a quartet of stylish and
polished voices.
The Valentine Impromptu cast
includes: Christopher Bellow,
tenor; Virginia Chen, soprano;
James Gentry, baritone; and
Jennine Jones, soprano. The
quartet will be accompanied by
Matt Castle, pianist and directed
by Virginia Chen.
Light-hearted and upbeat, the
program features Broadway show
songs of all periods and many
different composers such as
Roger and Hart's "My Funny
Valentine," Leonard Bernstein's
"Lucky To Be Me," and Cole
Porter's "Night and Day."
The evening will begin at 6
p.m. with dinner. The cost is $40
per person for both the dinner
and the show. At 7:15 p.m.
dessert will be served. You may
purchase a $20 ticket for just
dessert
and
the
show.
Reservations must be made by
calling Le Bistro at (209) 9564816.

JENNIFER

jjfflENDRINKING CALL A FRIEND.
OR GETA RIDE WTH A STRANGER.

E.

The dates for the 27th Annual
WorldFest-Houston International
Film Festival have been set as
April 15-24. The final date for
entries for this competition is
Friday, March 4.
This 10 day event is presented
annually each April in Houston
(and each November in
Charleston, South Carolina).
This is an opportunity to discov
er new, talented film makers and
offers competition and awards in
several different categories such
as features, shorts, student films,
music videos, screen plays and
television commercials. In the
past, WorldFest has given first
awards to such brilliant film
makers as Spielberg, Lucas,
David Lynch, Jonathan Demme,
Oliver Stone and many others.
WorldFest has proven to be a an
excellent launching for many
young careers. The festival also
shares its winners with more
than 200 other film festivals
worldwide. It awards more than
34,000 in student cash grants
each year.

This year the directors
WorldFest have chosen to rat
the number of new fea
it will screen. Only 25-35
be chosen. Artistic director
WorldFest, Nancy Mercado
ed "We feel that this number
new films will enable us
more selective and at the
time, offer our Houston audie®
several repeat screenings ofpreliminaries. We are cons®
attempting to tailor our fes'!
to the very unique Houston eence and we feel that this
make for a more exciting accessible film festival." .
So remember, the deadline
your entry is March 4. F°r'
complete WorldFest-Hout!
entry kit and poster, write w

C
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Step Conditioning
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30,000 Si

J. Hunter Todd. Chairman
WorldFest-Houston

PO Box 56566
Houston, TX 77356

QUAIL LAKE!

or call (800)501-0111-

JOIN NOW
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LANGUAGE
INTENSIVE

PROGRAM

June 22 — August 17, 1994

Arabic, French, German, Flungarian, Italia11'
Korean, Spanish, and English

DON

June 15— August 17, 1994

LUPUL

Chinese, Japanese, and Russian

3L 3Lwer &ox
"FLOWERS BY WIRE"
7 1 3 5 PACIFIC AVE
STOCKTON. CAL. 9 5 2 0 7

PHONE 4 7 7 7 0 4 3
477-3574

MONTEREY INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL STUDlEs
425 Van Buren Street, Monterey, California 93940
Telephone: (408) 647-4115
FAX: (408) 647-3534

The Graduate School for International Care^^
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Child Care
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Steam Room, Saunas, Whirlpool Spas
The 'Back Court1 Snack Bar

Full Basketball Court

Basketball/ Racquetball/ Handball Leagues

Heated 20X50 Lap Pool with Sunning Area

Social Events, Parties, Tournaments

Step Conditioning Class

or call (800) 501-0111-

Hex & Silver Solarium Suntan Rooms

'6 Championship Racquetball Hand Courts

. This year the directors of
WorldFest have chosen to reduce
the number of new feature films
it will screen. Only 25-35 will
be chosen. Artistic director for
WorldFest, Nancy Mercado stat
ed "We feel that this number of
new films will enable us to be
more selective and at the same
time, offer our Houston audience
several repeat screenings of 4j
preliminaries. We are constant!]
attempting to tailor our festivat
to the very unique Houston at
ence and we feel that this
make for a more exciting
accessible film festival.
So remember, the deadline^
your entry is March 4. For
complete WorldFest-Hous
entry kit and poster, write to
unter Todd. Chairman
rldFest-Houston
Box 56566
iston, TX 77356

Hydrofit Water Exercise

Fitness Instructors

STAIRM ASTERS* TREADMILLS* LIFECYCLES* ROWING MACHINES
30,000

Square Feet

Super Equipped Facility

QUAIL LAKES ATHLETIC CLUB, THE BIGGEST & THE BEST IN THE AREA!
JOIN NOW WITH A FRIEND & YOU BOTH PAY NO INITIATION FEE!!!!
PLUS LOW MONTHLY DUES FOR STUDENTS!!!
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DON'T WAIT, CALL 951-3795
ROSS FROM THE STOCKTON HILTON
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FRONT OF CARLOS & LUIGI'S RESTAURANT
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Pacific Men's Tennis Off to a Fast Stan
Kevin Sverduk
Men's Tennis Coach
The Pacific men's tennis team
has started the season with two
consecutive dual match victories
and an impressive showing
in the San Diego Intercollegiate
tournament. Despite the absence
of two key players the Tigers
have shown that it will be a
factor in the Big West
Conference.
The season began on January
29 with a home match against
U.C. Davis. The memories of
losing to Davis last year were all
but forgotten as the Tigers swept
all the matches to win 7-0. The
next match was against the

0UU "&IG* SHOULD

by Larry Duncan

California rain, Adi will nl J
finals on March l] ^
Pacific travels down'J
Diego for the Pro i
Classic.
The season could not
started any better for the m
Pacific. The Tigers piay t
next five matches at home,
pivotal matches against Bigt
Rivals UCSB on Satura
February 19 at 11:00 a.m
San Jose State on Tues
March 1 at 1:30 p.m.

n

1. Who was the youngest coach
ever in the history of the NBA?
2. How many World Series titles
did manager Leo Durocher win?
3. What was former Red Sox
pitcher Bill Lee's nickname?
4. What pitcher has the most
lifetime World Series victories?
5. Name the only football coach to
win titles in both the NFL and AFL.
6. Name the first bowler ever to
win over $1 million in a year.
7. Name the only basketball player
ever to lead both the NBA and ABA
in single season scoring.
8. Name the only major league
pitcher ever to allow 50 home runs in
a single season.

Sports Quiz Answers
1. Dave DeBusschere (24) of
Detroit Pistons; 2. One, 1954 N.Y.
Giants; 3. "Spaceman"; 4. Whitey
Ford 10; 5. Weeb Ewbank; 6. Earl
Anthony in 1975; 7. Rick Barry; 8.
Bert Blyleven in 1986

.
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The University of the
Pacific Men's Volleyball team
played their first home game
on January 28 against Loyola
Marymount University. The
Lions beat the Tigers 3-1 : 715; 15-11; 11-15 and 2-15.
Senior
Outside-Hitter,
Darren Lance led the Tigers
with 13 kills and 6 digs, fol
lowed by senior MiddleHitter, Jeff Hall with 9 kills
and 5 digs.
"It was our first home game
of the season" said Dave
Johnston, the Tigers second
year Assistant Coach.
Freshman Middle-blocker,
Greg Wakeham added 10 digs
and 8 kills with senior
Outside-Hitter Matt Taylor
adding 8 digs and 6 kills.
"We knew we can play to
win," said Taylor " but we
need to play more consistent
ly."
Sophomore Setter, Russell
Gan had 39 assists for Pacific.
UOP's record was at 0-1 in
the Mountain Pacific Sports
Federation after losing to
fourth
ranked
Purdue
University, in straight sets;
8-15; 10-15 and 8-15 on
January 21. Against twelfth
ranked Ohio State University,
the Tigers lost again in straight
sets: 12-15; 14-16 and 6-15 on
January 22.
On January 30, the Tigers
faced the University of
California, Irvine. Pacific beat
the Anteaters in three easy
games: 15-7; 15-12 and 15-8.
Lance led the way with 15
kills and 6 digs. Freshman
Outside-Hitter Sam Crosson
also had 15 kills with 5 digs.
Wakeham followed with 13
kills and 5 digs and Taylor
added 9 kills and 10 digs.
Setter Gan had an amazing
61 assists.
We played more consis
tently in this game," said
Taylor " with different people
playing different positions."
Pacific played against the
University of California, San
Diego on February 4. The
Tigers outplayed the Titans in
three quick games : 15-10; 15-

To hit underspin.
prepare the racquet
with the face laid
slightly back, with
the head high
on the backswlng

GREEKS AND CLUBS
EARN $50-$250 FOR
YOURSELF PLUS UP TO
$500 FOR YOUR CLUB!
THIS FUNDRAISER COSTS
NOTHING AND LASTS ONE
WEEK. CALL NOW AND
RECIEVE A
FREE
GIFT.

1-800-932-0528 EX. 65
Up to 70% Off/

Conthct Lenses
•

' code: 922

Sfdicau

STUDIO COTTAGE FOR RENT!
IDEAL FOR SERIOUS STUDENT.
GOOD QUIET NEIGHBORHOOD.
APPROX
1
MILE
FROM UOP
$375 A
MONTH, FIRST
AND
LAST CLEANING DEPOSIT AND
UTILITES. CONTACT MIKE AT
478-7733

LOW AIRFARES TO
EUROPE & ASIA
Special Student and Faculty Airfares
Scheduled Major Airlines - No Charters
50 U.S. Departure Cities
75 Foreign Destinations
International Student Exchange ID Cards
International Faculty ID Cards
International Youth Hostel Handbooks
Eurail and Britrail Passes
Let's Go Europe Guides
American Express Travelers Cheques
Groups or Individuals

Come Support
Pacific's Club Teams
this Saturday

ASK ABOUT OUR EXPRESS D CAUD 5ERVB
"SEWING 5nJDOT5SNffW„

oate®.

' Ef* your fXEE Student Flight Catalog mail this coupon to
NTERNW10NAL STUDENT EXCHANGE FUGHTS. INC
I
5010 E. Shea Blvd., Suite A -104
~
I
Scottsdale, AZ 85254 USA or Call:
f -

(602) 951-1700

Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards 9
Now you can have two of the most recognized and
accepted credit cards In the world-Visa® and MasterCard®
credit cards..."ln your name." EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN •
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE!

•

' UVJA

YES!

p*

approved

VISA® and MasterCard® the credit cards vou
deserve and need for- ID-BOOKS- DEPARTMENT I
STORES—TUITION—LIT TRTAINM ENT
NAME
EMER^Y CASH-7 iCKET55--1H',STAURANTSH
HOTELS—MOTELS—GAS—CAR RENTAI c;
REPAIRS—AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATING!

want VISA®/MAS1

""mediately.

i00%

ADDRESS

AL

CITY

No 'turn downs!
No credit checks'
No security deposit!
o®
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4 and 15-11.
" It seems as a whole," said
sophomore Outside-Hitter
Brian Blindt " we played very
well. We had lots of fun with
that game.
Everything
seemed to connect and click
together."
Crosson and Hall both led
the Tigers with 10 kills,
adding 5 and 4 digs respec
tively. Junior Middle-blocker
Brian Belding and Lance both
had 9 kills.
On the following day,
February 5, the Tigers faced
eighth-ranked San Diego
State University. "It was a
very big game for us." said
Taylor. Pacific beat the
Aztecs 3-1 , at the UOP Main
Gym, supported by very loud
and spirited fans : 15-9; 1215; 15-1 1 and 15-4.
"We played excellent that
game." said Blindt. " The fans
were great; they cheered and
shouted. They were being so
loud to help us on. That was
great."
Lance had an amazing 26
kills and 5 digs, followed by
Hall with 24 kills and 6 digs.
Crosson had 16 kills and 9
digs and Gan had 64 assists.
The University of the
Pacific Men's Volleyball
Team will be playing at home
this weekend, February 11-12
in the Pacific Tournament.
University of California,
Berkeley, Lewis University
and the University of
California, Santa Cruz will all
join Pacific in the tournament.
Come out and cheer for them.
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FASCINATING FOLKS

Pacific ranks 3rd
in Conference

front of a very partisan
crowd. Sean Martin returning o
the Tigers after a one year
absence due to a serious illness,
gutted out two tough sing es

matches before falling j •
quarters. Adi Kremer con"
to prove he is deserving f
pre-season national ran^ ,
#55, as he powered his
the finals. Because of

'lay Better Golf with JACK NICKLAUS

Sports Quiz

Sophmore captain Russel Gan & the '94 Tigers have already eclipsed last
season's win total.

Sean Martin. Kevin Smith con
tinued his early season consisten
cy with a win over Blake Arrant
of Texas A&M, who ranks #52
nationally,' in route to the quar
terfinals. In doubles, Smith
teamed up with Mauricio Sovero
to win the tournament. Along
the way, they defeated the num
ber one doubles teams from
Rice,
Texas
A&M
and
University of San Diego. The
win over the team from USD
was especially rewarding since it
took
court
in
tour, place on center
ucn

University of Hawaii on
February 1 at Oak Park. The
three preliminary doubles match
es were close with Pacific win
ning at number one and three
doubles to take the lone doubles
point going into the six singles
matches. Pacific showed it's
superiority in taking 5 of the 6
singles matches for a 6-1 team
victory.
The next challenge for the
men of Pacific was the always
competitive
San
Diego
Intercollegiate
intercollegiate tournament
played at University of San
Diego on February 4,5 and 6.
Outstanding performances were
turned in by Adi Kremer, Kevin
Smith, Mauricio Sovero and
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Crime
(continued from 2)
suck, like, aren't veiy

-Miscellaneous
*A suspicious person was around campus this past week attempting
to sell "UOP Fellowship Coupons." Remember, all solicitors must be
cleared prior to selling on campus. Please call Public Safety if you
question the legitimacy of such activities.

-.eheh ehuh ehuh.'—Beaws

cool

Cold, sweaty, clammy
handshakes. The reason why w?
shake nanas as opposed to Frencn
kissing is to AVOID contact with
bodily fluids.

"You could've worn a
tie with that."

-Did you know?
•Public safety officers provided 110.01 hours of foot patrol and
11.45 hours of bicycle patrol to the campus this week.
•Escorts for three persons were provided and 12 stranded motorists

olume

84, Issue 15

were assisted.
•Officers found 26 open doors and windows and contacted 29 sus

News B

picious persons.
This report was prepared by Jerry Houston of Public Safety.

Nation

All inquiries about any of the information provided in this report
should be made to the Department of Public Safety at 946-2537.

Officials question safely of t

"Frankly, I miss fins."
GEORGE by MARK SZORADY
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ve got some bad
news and some
worse news.
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$250 million.
This raises a serious question. I
aster, are our universities safe?
Only a handful of buildings are
versity buildings known to be eai
them, Memorial Stadium in Berkeli
| "Should earthquake safety be bu
for the cash-starved institutions?
questions being considered.
I According to state senator Tom
"In my view, there shouldn't be ont
|lng buildings are safe."

( I think vou'd better sit down

Is your insurance
paid up?

OUT ON A LIMB by GARY KOPERVAS

say, "See Me."

Driver's license
registration please

You know what
your problem is?.

*

Eww! That wasn't too
valuable, was it?

You have the right
to remain silent

feel better after you throw up^
the picture is playmg
but "IKe projector

Not switdble "for

Tu-Jee Beads
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"ftor bretinS...

January's 6.7 earthquake in Sou
officials pondering the safety of 1
especially since its aftermath, Cal
Nortbridge is just re-opening its dot
Noithridge, devastated by the qu
of its 53 buildings, and repair cos
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"I spent $3 million to get
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